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Welcome to the 4th edition  of the Vacation Rental World Summit. 

  

This year VRws featured 19 experts sharing priceless insights, tips 

and strategies for boosting your success no matter how big your 

operations are. 

200+ property owners, property managers and industry 

professionals from all over the world gathered from 5 continents, 

24 countries for a weekend of learning, networking and fun. 

while you couldn't be part of it this time, I won't let you fall behind. 

the industry is changing so rapidly that you must keep up with all 

the changes if you want to ride the wave and keep thriving. 

Over the next days, you will have a few opportunities to find out 

about the latest tools that can help you streamline your business 

and learn tactics that will allow you to get more bookings, widen 

your exposure and turn your guests into fans and ambassadors of 

your properties back home. 

I've created this blueprint -the same handed out to each attendee in 

Florence - so you can follow adrian's exercise and apply it to your 

operations, then decide whether to move forward... but you'll see 

what i mean in the coming days! 

Antonio Bortolotti

host - vacation rental world summit



 Session 1 - Reconnecting The Dots: How to Get Back On 

Track When the Business Gets Harder 

Adrian Brown -Adrian@2Be2Serve.com                             

Free download – www.2be2serve.com/VRWS2017 

Good Work

Necessary Work

Hard Work

ACTION
Your Perfect Customer

Customer Experience

Work You Love

Necessary Work

Work To Delegate

Adrian Brown is an established Turnaround Management consultant with a solid track record in dramatically enhancing staff 

performance, client service and, in turn, company profits. He has more than 30 years' experience of both running and partnering 

with service-led businesses, such as Hotels, Salons and Spas, Restaurants, Cafes, Customer Services, Retail and 

Professional Service businesses. His proprietary 'turnaround' system focuses on 3 key areas - vision, behaviour and performance, 

creating teams of inspired, motivated and engaged staff, improving their performance and thereby increasing profitability.

http://www.2be2serve.com/VRWS2017


 Session 2 - Do What You Love, Automate The Rest: A Success Story On 

How To Get Back On Track, Run Most Of Your Business On Autopilot 

And Regain Time To Focus On What Matters You Most. 

Benjamin Simon, Nicole Homradkova, Mirco Ciraulo                                             
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Necessary Work

Hard Work
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Your Perfect Customer

Customer Experience

Work You Love

Necessary Work

Work To Delegate

 Benjamin, Nicole, and Mirco, together with Co-Founder Anthony Chevalier run PragueForYou, a very successful and 

dynamic Property Management Company based in Prague. Their approach to business is very effective, as they use an 

optimal mix of personal touch and technology to integrate and automate most of the company processes. Having 

found the perfect balance between automation and human touch gives them the ability to scale while minimizing 

overheads, getting great ROI and saving time.



Session 3 - New Generation Vacation Rental Marketing

Alan Egan 

Good Work

Necessary Work

Hard Work
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Customer Experience

Work You Love

Necessary Work

Work To Delegate

Alan Egan is a leading vacation rental marketing expert and has been working in the vacation rental business for over 13 years. 

He specialises in teaching owners and managers to market outside of the big listing portals. He has been a speaker at the 

Vacation Rental World Summit 2014, 2015, and 2016, as well as presenting sessions for the VRMA. He has written books on VR 

photography and customer experience along with 100's of VR marketing articles and produced many video courses on subjects 

including building websites, social marketing, branding and housekeeping. Current projects include developing and creating new 

generation websites and the birth of Vacation Soup, an alternative to property listing sites.



VrT   ech Competition - 3 Start Ups on stage to Innovate our 

industry Led by Vanessa de Souza Lage - Rentals United
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Necessary Work

Hard Work
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Necessary Work
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VrTech is a meet-up where professionals and technology companies get together to 

accelerate innovation in the vacation rental industry.

sponsored by



 Session 4: Jumpstart Your Mailing List & Increase Bookings 

With Behaviour-Based Marketing Automation 

Kirk Biglione -                                      

Good Work

Necessary Work

Hard Work
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Your Perfect Customer

Customer Experience

Work You Love

Necessary Work

Work To Delegate

Kirk has spent the past decade helping entrepreneurs and business professionals to master the digital tools critical 

to their online success. As a consultant at Oxford Media Works, Kirk helps businesses optimize their websites to make 

more sales, generate more leads, and create a more friendly customer experience. A skilled coach and trainer, Kirk is 

founder of WPApprentice.com, the premier WordPress training resource for business professionals. His WordPress 

Quick Start course has helped over 10,000 individuals to build their first WordPress website.



 Session 5: Branding & Marketing towards non dependence – 

Making sure your brand thrives in a rapidly changing and 

challenging landscape 

Richard Vaughton,                        - Mark Ribail,                                             

Good Work

Necessary Work

Hard Work

ACTION
Your Perfect Customer

Customer Experience

Work You Love

Necessary Work

Work To Delegate

Richard has been working for the last decade in the holiday rental marketing and management business, previous to 

that as an owner of rental properties, the latter whilst being CEO of a Finnish scientific supply company. Marc is a 

seasoned entrepreneur with extensive experience in several branches of the VR industry, a hands on approach to 

business and a great mind as well as work ethics. He founded and manages Klik.Villas, a PMS and Channel Manager, as 

well as Eats & Retreats, an online travel magazine



 Session 6: The Path to Success - 7 Stages of a Thriving VR 

Business and a Road Map to Get There 

Danilo Beltrante 

Good Work

Necessary Work

Hard Work

ACTION
Your Perfect Customer

Customer Experience

Work You Love

Necessary Work

Work To Delegate

Danilo runs successful training and coaching programs in Italy, as founder of Vivere di Turismo® and co-founded 

Property Managers Italia, a PM association whose aim is to lobby and influence industry regulations at government 

level, in an attempt to limit restrictions to Vacation Rentals. Speaker at BTO (Buying Tourism Online), one of Italy's 

largest tourism fairs, Danilo has an online following of 1800+ rentalpreneurs on Vivere di Turismo® alone, and is one 

of Italy's most followed and respected professionals in the non-hotel accommodation industry



 Session 7: The Vacation Rentals of the Future 

Vanessa De Souza Lage
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Hard Work
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In the vacation rental industry since 2004, Vanessa started off as a vacation rental agent with her own global website that at 

one point had 8000 online bookable rentals. In 2012, she co- founded Rentals United, a channel manager for vacation rentals. Her 

experience in UX and marketing helped take the company to become a successful and latest generation channel management 

software. Today Vanessa acts as the CMO of Rentals United and also manages rentals in Barcelona and Sitges. She's passionate 

about technology and innovation and in 2015 founded the Vrtech events where tech companies meet property managers.



 Session 8: Property management 2.0 - Adding value for your 

guests and owners 

Martin Picard

Good Work

Necessary Work

Hard Work
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Customer Experience

Work You Love

Necessary Work
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In 1987, Martin established Oracle's Networking Products division working to productize and market the nascent client-server and distributed database technology. He was 

responsible for the technical evolution of the product, the porting to dozens of new platforms and for the product sales. He was able to expand product sales from zero to 

over 20Min 1989. SQL*Net and related products sell in excess of several hundred million dollars a year today. A veteran technical software innovator, ex-developer, product 

manager and CEO, Martin was responsible for, or directly involved in, a number of the building blocks of today's global distributed computing infrastructure. Martin has founded 

and built companies from scratch, expanded existing marketing organizations and carried out successful exit strategies. He actively advises and sits on the board of a number 

of start ups and is an occasional angel investor with a small existing portfolio. Loving adventure, whether it is sailing alone across the oceans, flying a small seaplane across 

the Atlantic and to a few hundred miles short of the North Pole, or as a serial entrepreneur, his philosophy is that risk carries great reward and one should always choose the 

option that puts you most to the test. He currently heads up Vreasy Corporation, a growing force in the tourism and travel market.



 Session 9: Are the portals friend or foe? Building a competitive 

advantage for property managers and owners from local 

strength, focusing on guest experience and operations. 

Alex Nigg & Tammi Sims   -                                                       
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Hard Work
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Alex is the founder of Properly, a mobile-first tool used to manage the operations at thousands of listings around the world. Work with 

Properly has allowed Alex to meet PMs and owners around the world, and learn from their best practices, in particular around managing 

operations with checklists. Alex and his partner Tammi Sims are frequent speakers and panelists at industry events, including Airbnb Open in 

Paris and Los Angeles, the HomeAway Summits in the US, the Vacation Rental Success Summit, and the Vacation Rental World Summit in 

Barcelona. Previously, Alex was a management consultant at Bain & Company in San Francisco, and a Venture Capital investor in Silicon 

Valley. When not traveling, Tammi and Alex spend their time in San Francisco, Seattle, and Wellington and Ruby Bay, New Zealand, where they 

manage vacation rentals and strive to perfect hospitality, delivered.



 Session 10: Increase bookings, Guest & Host satisfaction by 

conducting fun and actionable market research 

Thibault Masson
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Necessary Work

Work To Delegate

thibault Masson is a vacation rental owner with properties in Bali and in St. Barths. He works at 

Booking.com to create and promote better tools and services for short-term rental owners and 

managers and has spoken at conferences such as VRMA and VRWS on effective techniques to use 

social media. When not busy making Booking.com user experience better he shares vacation rental 

marketing tips on his blog at RentalPreneurs.com.



 Session 11: Millennials and how to make travel magical 

Robin Clifford

Good Work
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Hard Work
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Work To Delegate

robin has been working in start & scale ups in the online travel industry for over 17 years. Traveling to Australia, India, China & beyond he has 

worked with some of the World's coolest brands that have helped shape the way people travel. Robin joined AirBnB over two years ago as he 

believes in a world where people can belong anywhere & is passionate that the AirBnB community can book amazing homes across the globe 

and have magical travel experiences powered by local people. From Kerry in the South of Ireland his first passion is a love for travel; South 

America & NZ are amongst his favourite places to visit and he can often be found Fly Fishing for wild salmon in far off lands. He has recently 

just returned from hunting for the Loch Ness Monster in the Scottish Highlands & this will be his third time in Florence which he describes as 'a 

feast for the eyes'.



Write down your 'A-ha' moments here

Your Takeaways!
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Florence - Sept. 23rd-24th, 2017


